Mechanism of ultrasonic energy-assisted formation of V-, Y-shaped nano-structures in conjugated polymers.
Recently, hydrocarbon-nanostructures from organic solvent using ultrasonic energy were reported. However, their formation-dynamics remained unexplored. Here, we describe a new technique to synthesize controlled nanostructures (V-, Y-shape) from nanorods of conducting polyaniline applying ultrasonic energy. To characterize the conducting state (emaraldine) of these polyaniline nanorods, electrical measurements have been carried out from which it is seen that there is a crossover from metallic to semiconductor as temperature increases. The observed crossover has been explained by the core-shell structure of the nanorods with core resistivity much higher than the shell resistivity. The nonlinear current-voltage behavior is attributed to the formation of alternate ordered/disordered chain segments along the length of the nanorods. We also propose a model to explore the mechanism of formation of these V-, Y-shaped nanostructures. It is believed that bubble-formation occurs in liquid due to ultrasonic vibration; and asymmetry in the bubble is created when formed near the solid surface leading to jet formation. Liquid jets of collapsing bubble move with incredible velocity (400 km/h); collide with the nanorod to cause fragmentations followed by V-, Y-shaped structure formation when the imparted kinetic energy of jets is comparable with elastic energy of fragments.